Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Eye tracking data can provide valuable data on students' visual attention, which can then be used as input to a user model to detect various student states \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\]. To date, analysis has focused on *fixation* data \[[@CR4]\], namely a moment of attention when the eye stops scanning. Additional insight can be gained by accounting for the *order* of fixations, captured by a *scanpath* \[[@CR5]\]. For instance, sequence mining can identify common patterns in scanpaths \[[@CR3], [@CR6]\]. A limitation of this method is that it only considers exact sequence matches. However, two scanpaths are rarely identical and this is particularly the case for longer scanpaths, such as ones elicited by complex tasks. Consequently, the results from sequence mining are typically abbreviated to only include sequences consisting of 2 to 4 fixations. This has the potential to miss information on strategies involving longer sequences of fixations. We address this limitation by using fuzzy alignment approaches provided by a scanpath tool called MultiMatch \[[@CR7]\]. MultiMatch transforms the original coordinate data into a vector-space representation and then quantifies the similarity between two scanpaths using five features (shape, direction, length, position and duration). Here, we use MultiMatch to analyze the similarity of scanpaths captured as students solved algebra problems in the presence of examples using a basic computer tutor.

Scanpath analysis has been applied in a range of domains like scene analysis \[[@CR8]\], decision making \[[@CR9]\], reading \[[@CR10]\], and analogy making \[[@CR11]\]. For instance, Zhou et al. \[[@CR9]\] analyzed scanpaths in three different decision-making tasks (e.g., one task involved choosing between risky options under two different conditions). The similarity of scanpaths in a given decision condition were more similar than between the conditions, suggesting that visual attention was affected by type of task. However, more work is needed to investigate the potential utility of scanpath analysis for educational contexts, something echoed in recent reviews \[[@CR12]\].

Data and Methods {#Sec2}
================

The instructional context for our work was problem solving with access to worked examples. In this context, learning outcomes depend on student *strategies*, including how much students copy from examples (bad for learning) vs. self-explain from examples or problems (good for learning) \[[@CR13]--[@CR15]\]. To date, these strategies have been investigated using analyses of student utterances \[[@CR13]\] and so less is known about students' visual attention in this context. Here, we used data from a between-subjects eye tracking study \[[@CR16]\] in which students used a tutoring system to solve 12 algebra problems, with assistance from one example per problem. Half of the problem-example pairs had *high similarity* (example solution could be copied), while the other half had *low similarity* (inferences beyond copying were required to apply the example). Here, we focus on two study conditions: (1) *fade-out assistance* (*n *= 20): students were initially given high-similarity examples, but these transitioned to low similarity after some problems were solved; (2) *fade-in assistance* (*n *= 19): the opposite was the case (low-similarity initially, eventually becoming high similarity). Thus, while the conditions involved the same number of low and high similarity examples, the *timing* of assistance was varied (immediate presentation of high similarity examples, vs. later in the problem sequence).

The original analysis showed that students learned more from *fade-in* assistance than *fade-out* assistance \[[@CR16]\] but did not analyze students' strategies. Here, we analyze the scanpaths in each condition (*fade in* vs. *fade out*), using them as a proxy for strategies. Recall that scanpaths are series of fixations on learning materials. If we can show that scanpaths are different, this provides some evidence that strategies are different as well.

We had two key questions: (1) Does problem-example similarity impact scanpaths? (2) Does the type of assistance (fade in vs. fade out) impact scanpaths? Recall that there were 12 problems solved in each condition (*fade in* and *fade out*). We analyzed scanpaths from the 1^st^ and the 9^th^ problem-example pair. The 1^st^ and 9^th^ problem were paired with a high-similarity example in the fade-out condition and a low-similarity example in the fade-in condition. Thus, comparing scanpaths from the 1^st^ problem in each condition allowed us to analyze the effect of problem-example similarity, before any impact of condition took place. Since the two conditions involved a different structuring of assistance (fade in vs. fade out), analyzing scanpaths from the 9^th^ problem-example pair, with the analysis from the 1^st^ pair serving as the baseline, allowed us to investigate the impact of assistance on how problem 9 was solved.

Method. {#FPar1}
-------

We followed the standard method \[[@CR9], [@CR17]\] to analyze the data. We extracted the scanpaths for each problem-example pair per participant in each condition (we capped the scanpath length at 500 fixations to make the analysis feasible; the majority of scanpaths were shorter). We then used MultiMatch to compare all possible pairs of scanpaths (a) *within* a given condition; (b) *between* the two conditions. Each comparison produces one similarity score for each of the 5 MultiMatch features. If students are using a different strategy in the *fade-in* and *fade-out* conditions, then the average scanpath similarity score from *fade-in* condition should be different from *fade-out* condition. However, if the similarity scores are about the same for the *fade-in* and *fade-out* conditions, this shows students are consistent in processing the material *within* each condition, but we don't know if they are using the same strategy in the two conditions. In this case, we also need to compare *between* conditions to obtain a benchmark for the within analyses (for details on this methodology, see \[[@CR9], [@CR17]\]). The final step involved analyzing the data using inferential statistics. This analysis is at the *similarity-score* level and so does not violate the independence assumption because each data point corresponds to a participant~i~-participant~j~ score that only appears once in the overall analysis (this strategy was used in prior work \[[@CR17]\]).

Results and Discussion {#Sec3}
======================

Recall that MultiMatch produces 5 similarity scores per scanpath-pair comparison, one per feature (shape, direction, length position, duration). The similarity scores range between 0 and 1 (higher = more similar). MultiMatch produces high scores \[[@CR17]\] and so the relative difference in scores is more informative than raw scores. We had 3 groups, based on similarity scores from comparing scanpaths *within* the fade-in condition (Sim~fade\ in~), *within* the fade-out condition (Sim~fade\ out~) and *between* the two conditions (Sim~between~). Thus, we used an ANOVA with *comparison group* as the 3-level factor.

Analysis 1. {#FPar2}
-----------

Analysis 1 focused on scanpaths extracted from the first problem-example pair in each condition. The descriptives for the main statistics are in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. The ANOVA on the similarity scores reported significant results for two MultiMatch features: direction, *F*(2, 663) = 10.11, *p* \< 0.01, and shape, *F*(2, 663) = 50.72, *p* \< 0.01. For direction, pairwise comparisons showed that Sim~fade\ out~ \> Sim~fade\ in~ (*p* \< .01). Since for problem 1, the *fade-out* group had a high similarity problem-example pair and the *fade-in* group had a low similarity pair, this result shows that scanpaths are more similar when students are given high-similarity examples. While for shape there was also a significant effect of condition, the raw effect size was small. Moreover, scanpaths were significantly different between the conditions, showing that problem-example similarity influenced how students viewed the problem and the example. (The two pairwise comparisons involving Sim~between~ were also significant, but these are not as informative given the significant difference between Sim~fade\ in~ and Sim~fade\ out~).Table 1.Descriptives (mean, stDev) for MultiMatch features. For problems 1 and 9, assistance was low for the fade-in group and high for the fade-out group.ShapeDirectionLengthPositionDurationProblem 1*fade in*.9873 (.002).7506 (.066).9851 (.003).9163 (.039).6627 (.032)*fade out*.9847 (.003).7765 (.037).9843 (.003).9107 (.038).6676 (.032)Problem 9*fade in*.9866 (.002).7374 (.126).9842 (.004).9181 (.035).6738 (.040)*fade out*.9840 (.003).7865 (.043).9818 (.005).8947 (.046).6721 (.037)

Analysis 2. {#FPar3}
-----------

The second analysis focused on problem 9. By the time problem 9 was encountered, participants had experienced the effect of assistance type (fade in vs. fade out). Importantly, at problem 9, the corresponding example had the same similarity as for problem 1, and so problem 1 served as a baseline. Descriptives are in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Because we used problem 1 as the baseline, we ran the analysis on the similarity difference scores (problem 9 -- problem 1). The ANOVA reported significant results for 3 MultiMatch features: length, *F*(2, 627) = 4.8, *p* \< 0.01, position, *F*(2, 627) = 10.8, *p* \< 0.01, and duration, *F*(2, 627) = 3.5, *p* = 0.03. Pairwise comparisons for each feature were significant (*p *\< .01). For length and position, the difference in similarity scores from problem 1 to problem 9 was significantly greater for the *fade*-*out* group. This is reflected in the descriptives: for the fade-out group, the average similarity score is bigger for problem 9 than problem 1 for these features, while for the fade-in group, the average similarity score is virtually identical for problem 1 and problem 9. The duration feature, however, demonstrated the opposite pattern with significantly higher change in similarity scores for the *fade*-*in* group than the *fade*-*out* group.

To summarize, we found that (1) problem-example similarity affects scanpaths (analysis 1); and type of assistance affects scanpaths (analysis 2). As far as analysis 1, our results confirm prior work showing that difficulty reduces scanpath similarity \[[@CR17]\]. The low similarity problem-example pair in the *fade*-*in* condition was more difficult because it blocked copying of the example (an easy strategy) and so required problem solving (a harder strategy). Analysis 2 examined how assistance influenced change in scanpaths. When the problem-solving session started with low similarity problem-example pairs (*fade*-*in* group), students were blocked from copying the example solutions. The original analysis \[[@CR16]\] found that students subsequently viewed the problem more than the *fade*-*out* group. Thus, the fade-in group's strategy corresponded to attention to the problem - the present analysis suggests this strategy remained stable over time for the length and position features (there was little difference in scanpaths between problem 1 and 9 for these features). In contrast, for these features, the *fade*-*out* group's scanpaths changed over time (similarity higher at problem 9 than problem 1), suggesting this group may have started out with one strategy (copying from the high similarity examples they initially received) but revising this strategy when assistance faded out.

Our results show effects for distinct MultiMatch features. Space constraints prevent us from in-depth discussion, but we offer brief interpretations. For analysis 1, direction was one of the informative features. Similarity should be low for this feature when saccades are moving in opposite directions from each other in the target scanpaths. This was occurring more in the *fade*-*in* group who had the low-similarity example, as the similarity for direction was lower than the *fade*-*out* group who had the high-similarity example. Thus, type of example influenced the direction of saccades. Additionally, we speculate that length and position, significant for analysis 2, relate to the location of the gaze. Since the *fade*-*out* group had reduced similarity for these features on problem 9 compared to problem 1, we can speculate they changed their strategy in terms of what they looked at. The implication of our work is that scanpath analysis can identify differences in visual attention for problem-solving tasks. However, more work is needed to identify the benefits and limitations of a scanpath approach.
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